It is time for you to focus.

I don’t want to have to keep repeating myself about the fact that just3ants.com is SO very “uninviting”.

You keep forgetting who I am.

Long before I met you I had established my bonefides with the very top players in the world including Israeli military intelligence.

While people such as yourself played in sand boxes I had a very observant mother noticing my common sense and figuring that she wouldn’t have to repeat much if anything.

In other words, I am not stupid like most of the people I have met in my entire life that is into its 50th year.

Long before I met you I had also made my mark at the highest levels of the DAAC socio economic pyramid.

Long before I met you I had figured out a way to beat the DAAC at their own game by employing each and every one of their strategies and tactics.

What the fuck do I need to have you or anyone other than my secret weapon knitting artist painter wife promote my work product inspired not by my belief in God but knowledge of God that few if any one I know, very possibly my mother, can even begin to understand because most people I know are so very stupid because they are so very self-absorbed raised by dumb fucks who think themselves so fucken genius gods that these heathens name their children after them as in “rule by divine right”; yet one more thing like the lack of alcoholism that has so far saved the Jewish people.

Get just3ants.com looking “sumwhat” [sic] smart and then I can force myself to listen to anything God passes through your mind and out your mouth.

Money is the only thing people like Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. with the first name John that goes back to the year dot, are interested in, period.

I don’t at all apologize for the most appropriate use of foul language!

Just got back from the most pleasant walk along the beach with MDG who is looking stunning and waiting for me down at the beach to return with lunch money!

*It is not easy to soar like an eagle when surrounded by turkeys!* – Zena Gevisser

[Word count 378]
From: Adam Tucker  
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2007 1:29 PM  
To: Gary Gevisser  
Subject: Banned from Yahoo

I have been posting the following message on various stock message boards and yahoo military message boards, but I am now getting error messages from Yahoo indicating a "temporary" problem which has not been resolved for about 30 minutes.

I am going to disconnect and reconnect to get a new IP address so hopefully they will not be able to block me.

Here is the message that I was posting

SUBJECT: COLLAPSING THE US DOLLAR - REAL TIME
BODY:

How are the insurance companies that invest their customers monies going to afford to pay for the over 1000 homes and businesses that will now have to be rebuilt in San Diego, CA? Are they going to be bailed out by the government as they have been in the past? Who is going to bail out our broke government? Who would invest in our Treasury Bills at this point?

China owns over $1 Trillion in T-Bills and is collapsing our dollar as we speak. In a addition, Israel has exposed our "achiles" [sic] heal by leaking a military report stating that after the 2008 Olympics, "Al Quida" [sic] (or Israel, or Iran, or anyone) will launch a series of attacks on oil fields in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, which will immediately paralyze our economy.


Diamonds for Hitler - Funding for Nazi party (and every other war) http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap9.htm

Just3ants.com - Website to expose De Beers and our corrupted goverment http://www.just3ants.com

Please forward this to as many people as you think should be warned. We have become a money culture, priorotizing currency over being good people. How many people do you know that have been willing to compromise their character so that they could make a few bucks... Certainly our Government has.

All one has to do is wait for the dust to settle and then follow the money trail. Who ever benefits financially is who is responsible.
Focus on those in the blind carbon copied as well!

Again, your x mother-in-law cannot help herself from forgetting when away from the office to turn off her automatic reply response; her reaction no different to those who seek "negative attention" to what it is that I am writing, proving time and again that once getting humans to logically thought process there will be increasingly fewer divorces; worse yet when bored, producing offspring to be their slaves-co-dependants, because those "negatively charged" will be highlighted well before they can become breeders when just kids, failing to first and foremost to be "straight with themselves".

So how to simply get everyone to logically thought process by putting each and every one of us to provide a cradle-to-grave digitized record including round table discussions, debating with the likes of me beginning right now with each and everyone you know, and I know and in no time what will a "group" like Dr. John K. Pollard have to "keep company" but the loneliness of nonsensical words lasting forever.

In real time, again right now the likes of Professor Joe Grundfest, John Deng and Co. are forced to deal with the reality of knowing it is inevitable that so long as the Peoples Republic of Communist China and Israel prevent World War IV from breaking out, simply having me let the world know how brilliantly the combined forces of the State of Israel and the PROCC have in fact won World War III without having to fire a shot apart from the most ingenious not-so-Top Secret Israeli military intelligence report that amongst many things "pokes fun" at DAAC US-House of Saud financed Al Quaida not having attacked the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Kuwait, not today or tomorrow but well before 911, and in so doing "bite the hands that feeds" the DAAC US out-of-control industrial-military-complex, I will have these worthless selfish bastards who derive great satisfaction bullying the defenseless, all in an effort to breed "negatively charge" offspring made that much worse by their Trust Funds fast becoming worthless just like their stocks, bonds and real estate, in nothing short of a state of paralysis until next meeting up with our Maker who may not be as kind or forgiving who remains quite potent, again only because I know I am not omnipotent and willing to take on anyone who usurps their limited authority beginning with immediate family members.

So extraordinarily easy to figure out how much a kid really feels about their immediate family once told they will never get so much as a nickel as an inheritance, no money for birthday gifts, no trust funds to have them play at college, nothing other than the truth about why money is only given by those with "blackened hands" to buy their silence.

Currently Jonathan, Marie and me are listening to a CD, "One two three four tell me that you love me more...you know who you are... cozy and cold put the horse before the cart...too scared...changing your heart... money cant buy you love... Should we go outside..." Danielle now at college sent us; a compilation of "underground" but fast surfacing music, Marie with quite the awesomely cute French accent and a really good voice to boot providing perfect background harmony as she and JoNathan knit away, me typing softly away, all of us
enjoying the surf rolling in all the way from the awesome South China Sea shores; the waves so peaceful, so colorful, so very different, so perfectly shaped, everything just great, power now on back at the Stone Home and those having lost their homes, crying their hearts out while deep down happy to be alive, finding worst of all their empty "money, me" value system rather funny, especially when they were to give thought to how much worse it could and should be were the so very excellent sense of humor PROCC who "live to learn" who have a way of going with the flow like none other most happy peoples given how they don't have the baggage of being colonial oppressors, were to turn, in recent words of President Bush, "unfriendly".

Notice how quickly anyone will avoid US fast talkers without a pot to pee in, worse yet having nothing of substance to add to the conversation apart from promising the other party one hell of a party ending with great sex helped of course by US being the drug addicts of the world, and of course to "feel one's way" through the body parts without any chatter, all the eMOTION "tossed out the window" and when done, to in the very next instant, right before turning on the computer, find say an Internet date or frequent the produce section of supermarket and move on to their next victim, raise the "conversation stopper" words, "Diamond Currency" or "Peoples Republic of Communist China" that puts to an end the "game playing".

Those "negatively charged" attracting poor breeders like themselves who only know from breeding and raising worthless and so very "unattractive" sons-daughters of bitches are increasingly exposed thanks to likes of just3ants.com by failing to show their faces on my networks; never forgetting my FOOLS NAMES, FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES list, putting to an end mindless out-of-control human population.

Those positively charged who stick together wanting to avoid like the plague those being constantly "highlighted", raising only "independent thinkers" not in the least bit distracted when around negatives who only know from attracting negatives just like themselves, for good reason not wanting to appear on my FNFFIP list.

Focus!

It is one awesome great game, this "game of life" which like the "game of chess" getting your opponent-s to play to your advantage!

Those in the blind copied section not knowing who else in the blind copied section is aware of their "presence" on my ever expanding email list, let alone reading my all so very personable communications and when they became aware of my extraordinary "footprint" on the Internet, all the while knowing it is inevitable that they contribute to my expanding "footprint" while finding themselves "attracted" to finding out not only what is happening in the "real world" but how their "money, me" is falling apart with each tick of the clock and my "footprint" continues to expand whether or not they decide to play ostrich but POSSIBLY less so than others not so co-opted-corrupted wanting to get informed sooner rather than later; inevitable that those not wanting to "play along" will of course go out of their minds thus making the "spotlight" on them so much more powerful.

Nothing quite like an "idea" of the "light bulb" effect now being implemented like never before in "real time" using the deep vacuum of space between those negatively charged to light up a path for the remainder not self-absorbed; the "negatives" capable of computing only the fact
that a Light Force they cannot control has entered their mind, the mind the first indicator of
the supernatural!

Marie now saying, “I think I am going for a walk! Aren’t you hot?”

So off we go on to beach to meet up once again with so very soft Pypeetoe!

-----Original Message-----
From: X
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2007 11:12 AM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: Out of Office AutoReply: INSURANCE-julian fires? safety?

I will be out of the office until Tuesday, October 23 due to Malibu fires. If you need immediate assistance, please forward your email to X

Thank you!